
Kevin’s Shorter, Reflective Bible Reading Plan 
 

 
 

Here is an alternative Bible reading plan that takes a slower pace than 

a “through the Bible in a year” plan, yet still gives a variety of Bible 

reading throughout the year.  Different passages may call for different 

approaches, so choose from the following “tools” accordingly: 

 

 Sweep reading – some larger passages lend themselves to 

reading them through in a sweep to get the big picture rather 

than going through with a fine tooth comb. 

 Meditation and contemplation – Sometimes you will want to 

take smaller chunks or just a verse and go through them slowly, 

studying and thinking them through to capture detailed 

teaching and application. 

 Memorizing key verses is a good way to lock the truths of 

God’s Word in your heart and mind.  Sometimes as you read 

through you can mark verses you want to come back to and 

memorize, then spend a day mulling over them for your 

devotions. 

 Journaling is another way to think through what you are 

reading and capture key thoughts and applications as you talk 

with God about what you are reading. 

 

Look at this as a guide more than a rigid reading schedule, and feel 

free to adapt the pace or switch some of the books.  The main thing is 

to get into God’s Word on a daily basis and get to know God better as 

you take time to think about what you are reading.   

 

January Luke Relaxed pace, ~1 chapter a day, journal, 

meditate and/or memorize key passages 

February Exodus 

Deuteronomy 

Various pace ~ 1-4 chapters a day, some 

portions lend themselves for smaller 

focus and memory/meditation 

March Acts ~1 chapter a day, with 3 extra days for 

focal passages for memory or meditation 

April 1-2 Samuel Roughly 2 chapters a day, pause and 

focus occasionally for memory and 

meditation 

May Philippians 

Colossians 

Read completely days 1-2, then slow 

focus, meditation and memory, and read 

completely again at end.  Same for 

Colossians. 

June Ezra/ 

Psalms 

Ezra ~1 week, then various Psalms, 

perhaps memorizing one – Suggestions:  

1,5,8,11,14,15,18-29,33-38,42-43,51,55-

57,61-63, 66-68,73,78,84-86,89-

105,115,118,119,121,124-127,138-

139,143-150.  You don’t need to do all 

of these. 

July 1-2 Thess. 

1-2 Peter 

Relaxed pace, read each book 

completely before going through slowly 

August Proverbs 1 Chapter a day with memory passages 

done occasionally. 

September Hebrews 

Jude 

Read Hebrews quickly in 1-3 sittings for 

overview, then go thru slowly with time 

to memorize or study.  Jude 1-3 days. 

October Isaiah Roughly 2-3 chapters a day, occasionally 

focusing on key verses from the previous 

day to memorize and contemplate 

November 1 John 

Revelation 

Roughly a chapter a day with time to 

meditate and journal along the way, extra 

time for key verses or passages 

December Daniel, 

Hosea, Joel, 

Amos 

Read these prophets aiming to get the big 

picture as well as some key verses to 

memorize or study further. 
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